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DESCRIPTION
Osunlade returns with yet another full length, MOSS. This one recorded during
the head of the Covid 19 lock down. With a sensibility of not knowing how to
react, the studio became the voice of choice in understanding and omitting the
fears and negative of the unknown. MOSS unlike the three other full-length
projects produced during this time, is a simple track affair, something for the DJs
and those aspiring. Tunes to rock in your sets and/or use as elemental figures for
your accapella desires. Either way, this is a simple gesture of the groove and how
simplicity rules. Done completely on an iPad with no other gear, this is proof that
it's not the tool but the mind. 180 gram vinyl; green vinyl with brown sprinkles;
includes download code.

TRACKLISTING
01. Tom's Bar (4:10)
02. MOSS (3:02)
03. The Roads Of Kenya (2:53)
04. MOSS Pt 2 (6:38)
05. ELYODCIRE (4:19)
06. Lizards (0:42)
07. FLWN (3:20)
08. OohSHIT (3:14)
09. Selfie Stick (0:57)
10. MOSS Pt. 3 (My Luva) (4:23)
11. Lollies & Weed (2:15)

HIGHLIGHTS
Osunlade returns with yet another full length, MOSS.
This one recorded during the head of the Covid 19 lock down. With a
sensibility of not knowing how to react, the studio became the voice of choice in
understanding and omitting the fears and negative of the unknown.
MOSS collects tunes to rock in your sets and/or use as elemental figures for
your accapella desires.
180 gram vinyl; green vinyl with brown sprinkles; includes download code.
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